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24. Verb - Base Form

25. Noun

26. Noun

27. Noun

28. Number



Harry potter

Harry Noun is an orphan who lives with his mean aunt, uncle and cousin. He gets asked to attend

Noun School of Witchcraft and Wizardry because he is a Noun . He finds out that he is

famous because he is the only person ever to have survived the Adjective curse. He makes two friends,

Ron Weasly, and Hermione Granger. In his first year, he defeats Lord Voldemort, the wizard who tried to kill

him. In the second, he Verb - Present ends in S and kills the monster of the Chamber of Secrets, a

Noun . In his third year, he seeks revenge on Sirius Black, and Noun who he thought betrayed

his family to Noun . He later learns that Sirius is his Noun , and an Adjective man. In

his fourth year, Harry is forced by an evil wizard disguised as an auror (a dark wizard catcher) to be part of the

Noun tournament. He and Cedric the Noun win together, and Cedric is killed after ward by

Noun - Plural servant. Harry then witnesses the return of the dark wizard who tried to kill him. In the fifth

movie, Harry is disliked by the Ministry of Magic, who are trying to run Noun by an evil teacher ,

Noun Umbridge. His godfather, Noun is later killed, and he discovers a prophecy which states

the "Neither one can live while the other survives." (Referring to him and Noun .) In the sixth year, The

hogwarts headmaster, Noun Dumbledore, is killed by a , Adjective Snape. In the seventh and

final year, Harry, Ron and Hermione find and destroy all of the horcruxes that Noun has been using to

return to life after Verb - Present ends in ING . Harry and Noun then face off, and Harry kills

Noun , but not before many of his friends Verb - Base Form . Harry learns that Dumbledores death

was planned between him and Snape, and Snape was Dumbledore's valued Noun and companion, and a

true



hero. Snape is killed later. In the epilogue, Harry marries Ron's sister Noun , and Noun marries

Hermione. Harry has Number children. James, (Named after his dad.) Lily, (Named after his mom.) and

Albus Severus (Named after professors Snape and Dumbledore.)
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